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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

■■ The■US■has■made■it■clear■that■while■the■US■will■honour■its■alliance■commitments,■its■
partners■and■allies■also■have■a■responsibility■for■providing■for■their■own■defence.

■■ Interoperability■facilitates■cooperation,■improves■effectiveness■and■
allows■for■effective■burden■sharing■between■security■partners.

■■ Defence■acquisition■should■not■be■approached■as■a■zero-sum■game■between■
local■and■international■suppliers.■Where■possible,■US-supplied■systems■
are■preferable■to■Australia■on■the■grounds■of■interoperability.

 
The Asia-Pacific is a strategically vital and complex region. As China gradually erodes America’s regional military 
dominance, the need for US military forces and its allies to work together becomes ever more important. 
Interoperability not only improves effectiveness but also capitalises upon economies of scale. In order for 
Australia to build military capability, using US weapon, communication and sensor systems on which it is already 
deeply dependent will increase Australian capability.

With regard to defence acquisitions, the systems purchased from established American production lines have been 
remarkably smooth, on balance. The future submarine will be one of the most important acquisitions Australia will 
make, as well as the most expensive defence project that Australia has ever pursued. This decision will be indicative 
of Australia’s role in the alliance and the wider Indo-Pacific theatre. In order to build interoperability, choosing 
systems that meet Australian requirements and are cost-effective should be the preferred option. Furthermore, 
policies should facilitate the development of local defence industry towards participation in global supply chains. 
 
Cover image: “150210-N-WL435-024” by U.S. Pacific Fleet, licensed under CC BY 2.0.
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While in some ways this was simply a more visible reinforcement of a relation that 
was already deep and multi- faceted, the symbolism wasn’t entirely accidental. The 
United States has been reassessing its strategic policy and disposition of forces in 
the Asia-Pacific region and Australia has a role to play.

China is gradually eroding America’s military dominance in the region. While it’s 
sometimes argued that Chinese growth and America’s economic troubles may 
affect its ability to compete effectively, China won’t be a peer competitor for some 
time. That said, the cost of two long wars in the Middle East and a global military 
footprint is starting to weigh heavily on the United States and it has made it known 
that its allies and partners in the region are expected to provide weight to the 
military forces that provide the hard power aspect of the established order that has 
created the environment in which Asian countries have flourished these past few 
decades.

The Asia-Pacific is a strategically vital and complex region. There are multiple 
potential flashpoints, many unresolved territorial disputes and a mixture of rising 
and established powers. Any one of those would be cause for hedging—the 
combination of all three makes it especially important to get the strategy right. To 
Australia’s west, the Indian Ocean is increasingly home to maritime competition 
and power projection (although it doesn’t have the same confounding variables as 
the western Pacific). Nonetheless, the same consideration of maintaining a liberal 
security order that is safe for international trade applies there—and at either end 
of the Indian Ocean are strategically critical choke points in the Straits of Homuz 
and Malacca.

Australia’s location at the nexus of the Asia-Pacific and Indian Ocean regions make 

it increasingly attractive as a host for American forces—as does its distance from 
Chinese anti-access capabilities. America’s military pre-eminence once made it 
the defacto guarantor of at least air and maritime security in Asia (land operations 
were much harder to dominate), and Australia and America’s other Asian allies 
could enjoy the benefits that followed without investing heavily in the capabilities 
required to support it. That’s no longer the case, and a more collective approach 
to security is likely to be the order of the day. In this environment, the ability of 
the military forces of United States and its allies to work together becomes more 
important.

Why Interoperability?

Australia has a long-established relationship in intelligence cooperation through the 
five-eyes UKUSA relationship, where interoperability is effectively seamless and 
information exchange is deep and routine. The result of that cooperation is a very 
effective burden sharing arrangement, with various of the partners taking primary 
responsibility for their part of the world, resulting in a global capability in which 
the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Such a cooperative arrangement 
also means that there is a collective surge capability in the case of major events—
the response to the terrorist attacks of September 2001 being a good example. 
To make this happen, the intelligence relationship has a variety of mechanisms 
that facilitate cooperation, including regular personnel exchange, the sharing of 
technologies and techniques and common data and encryption standards for 
moving information around.

This is a useful example for thinking about the benefits of interoperability in the 

The Australia-United States Ministerial (AUSMIN) talks next month come a year after 
President Obama’s November 2011 visit to Australia. During that visit he announced 
a greater use of Australian facilities by US forces, including ships, aircraft and—most 
visibly— 2,500 Marines rotating through Northern Territory training areas.
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‘traditional’ military domains—the same basic ideas apply. For example, if partner 
nations have platform systems that can communicate securely to share situational 
awareness data, then the overall surveillance and reconnaissance capability of all 
of them is improved. Effectiveness is improved. In today’s resource constrained 
world, efficiency is also important. There are at least two aspects to that. First, 
having the confidence that a partner has the capability to look after a designated 
task (or area) while providing accurate data across a shared net allows for a division 
of labour, the same way that the intelligence world is ‘carved up’. Second, with the 
increasing cost of military platforms and their support arrangements, economies 
of scale become ever more important. For the larger partner, sales of equipment 
to allies and friends amortises costs over larger production runs. For the smaller 
partners, the can avoid the increasingly prohibitive R&D costs and still acquire high-
end equipment.

The notion of burden sharing also translates across. At least since the articulation of 
the Nixon/Guam doctrine in 1969, the United States has made it clear that, while 
the United States will honour its alliance commitments, its partners and allies also 
have a responsibility for providing for their own defence. That means in practice 
that they will field defence forces that are at least locally capable, even if they lack 
the long range power projection capabilities the United States operates. In many 
cases, this gives them the ability to take responsibility for security activities in their 
local region.

For Australia, this is an idea that has been borne out both in principle and in 
practice. In terms of declaratory policy, the most recent Australian Defence 
White Paper included the notion of Australia being able to lead operations in its 
immediate neighbourhood1 and being able to make ‘highly effective’ contributions 
to coalition operations further afield2 by virtue of the capabilities it has developed 
for operations close to home. This ability was demonstrated in 1999 when Australia 
led the INTERFET mission to East Timor. While the United States provided valuable 
support to the operation in various ways (including the intelligence relationship), 
Australia shouldered the lion’s share of the mission on the ground.

It remains to be seen how the United States ‘rebalance’ in the Asia-Pacific region 
will evolve, what form the associated military strategy will take or what part allies 
and partners will be expected to play. One possible model is that Australia will be 
asked (or will volunteer) to take primary responsibility for security in its immediate 
region, freeing up US forces for operations elsewhere—a little like the ‘Deputy 
Sheriff’ model that was given an airing in the late 1990s/early 2000s.3 Alternatively, 
the forces of both countries, along with others, could operative alongside each 
other. Either way, high levels of interoperability would allow for dynamic allocation 
of responsibility, pooled resourcing and surge capability should circumstances 
demand it—just as it does in the intelligence world.

Regardless of any such 
agreements, Australia will 
always have to be able to 
mount independent operations. 
Apart from being a reasonable 
position on sovereignty, the 
United States could have its 
hand full elsewhere in the event 
of a regional crisis that engages 
Australia’s interests. While it 
could be argued that moving to greater interoperability will come at the cost of self-
reliance, in practice there’s not too much to worry about. Crises in the South Pacific 
or Australia’s immediate neighbourhood have, at least for the past 20 years, been of 
a sort where light infantry forces and sea and air lift capability are adequate. There 
is no danger of interoperability having a negative impact on those capabilities. For 
more ‘serious’ situations where high-end ADF capabilities are required, Australia 
is already deeply dependent on US weapon, communication and sensor systems. 
Being able to use them seamlessly with US forces can only increase Australian 
capability.

High levels of interoperability would allow 
for dynamic allocation of responsibility, 
pooled resourcing and surge capability 
should circumstances demand it-just 
as it does in the intelligence world
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Where Can Interoperability be Further Developed?

One way to think about interoperability is to break down military capability into its 
components. In ADF doctrine there are seven ‘fundamental inputs to capability’:

• Command and Management

• Organisation

• Major Systems

• Personnel

• Supplies

• Support

• Facilities

• Collective Training

The United States military has a similar but not identical construct and the 
breakdown itself isn’t crucial. But the list above allows us to identify areas where 
interoperability can be developed further. Of the seven, the most relevant for 
the effectiveness of cooperative operations are the command and organisation 
structures and doctrine, major systems (platforms such as ships, submarines and 
aircraft as well as communications and command and control systems), facilities—
the American use of Australian facilities being a good example—and collective 
training. The supplies, support and facilities factors also offer opportunities for 
efficiencies.

Good progress has already been made in many of these areas. As we will see 
later, command and control structures, while still nation specific, are enabled by 
communications and data systems that are increasingly able to move information 
between Australian and American forces. The increased tempo of exercises that 
both parties participate in will both hone the existing interoperability mechanisms 

and identify areas where more work needs to be done. While much of the 
public discussion was about ‘basing’ (which was a misinterpretation of what 
was happening), last year’s announcements were at least as much about the 
opportunity for increasing joint training.

Those are all positive steps, so we have to look elsewhere to see where some 
policy work could improve the prospects for interoperability. Perhaps the most 
promising area is in the ‘major systems’. There is a tacit admission in the 2009 
Defence White paper that interoperability was often relegated to a ‘nice to have’ 
behind other factors in the past:

Interoperability is principally concerned with the ability of personnel and systems 
of different nations and agencies to work effectively together, safely and securely. 
Where it makes sense to do so, and it is cost-effective and in keeping with the 
policy settings in this White Paper, capabilities and systems should be designed 
to be interoperable from conception, not as an afterthought in the capability 
development process.4

Moving interoperability up in the priorities for force development could be facilitated 
by some policy changes. Interoperability currently comes about through a variety 
of mechanisms, with various degrees of coordination and oversight. A more formal 
bilateral (or multilateral where appropriate) governance structure for interoperability 
would help ensure a smoother path to interoperable systems—and could also align 
doctrine, logistics and operating procedures where applicable.

In his companion paper to this one, Admiral Gary Roughead makes a very good 
series of points about the benefits that can be gained through compatibility and 
interoperability in logistics systems—which is more than just a commonality 
of systems and spares, but also depends on the ability to accurately describe 
requirements and to track requests and deliveries end to end.5 He also suggests 
several high value areas where developing shared expertise through Centers of 
Excellence would pay off—anti-submarine warfare, air warfare, air (and possibly 
missile) defence and amphibious warfare. All of these are excellent suggestions, 
and there’s no doubt that there are force multiplier benefits in having allied forces 
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with similar approaches and shared doctrine in many of these fields. However, 
those points are well made in Roughead’s paper and needn’t be repeated here.

Building Interoperability

As it happens, despite the somewhat haphazard approach to interoperability, 
Australia has adopted an acquisition strategy over the past decade that is yielding 
dividends for interoperability. But there has been a downside in the form of pressure 
on local industry, and today we are seeing some protectionist thinking rearing its 
head on both sides of Australian politics. This has the potential to turn back the 
clock on some promising developments and policy clarity is needed.

There’s no doubt that these are tough times for Australian defence industry—the 
downturn in defence spending (most of which has been in the acquisition budget) 
in the last couple of years especially is starting to bite. As well, billions of dollars in 
major ADF equipment acquisitions have gone offshore and local industry revenues 
have fallen commensurately. But, like many crises, there are also opportunities for 
both local industry and for agile policy makers. The outcome could be increased 
interoperability and a local defence industry that is made more robust by developing 
its links with the multinational corporations that dominate the global market today. 
To see why, we need a little history.

The evolution of Australian industry away from manufacturing and towards the 
provision of services and supply of raw materials has been the result of deliberate 
government policy to free up the economy. It has been accompanied by a significant 
decline in the ability of Australia to provide its armed forces with Australian sourced 
equipment.6 Of course, that trend isn’t unique to Australia, and the experience 
across the developed world in the past few decades has been a decline in the 
number of players active in the development of top end military equipment. This 
has seen most European companies moving towards multinational collaborations, 
and a reduction in diversity in the American market, where a handful of large 
companies dominate the supply of weapon and sensor systems.

While obviously difficult for Australia’s defence industry sector as traditionally 

structured (more of which later), this trend has been a net positive in terms of 
interoperability between Australia, the United States and other regular purchasers 
of American equipment, such as Japan and South Korea. Changes are often made 
to subsystems such as communications links because they have to operate with 
legacy systems in the customer’s inventory, but the basic data architectures, 
such as the Link 11 and Link 16 tactical data links that American platforms come 
equipped with, necessarily drive commonality within recipient countries and, by 
extension, between them.

For example, Australia’s F/A-18F Super Hornets are very similar in configuration 
to their USN counterparts and are able to exchange situational awareness data. In 
a sense, the technical basis for the strong data sharing relationship at the national 
level between Australia and 
the United States is now being 
replicated at the operational and 
tactical levels. Similarly, the use 
of US-sourced combat systems 
in major naval platforms 
will greatly enhance the 
interoperability of the RAN and 
USN (and to some extent in the 
overarching joint environments).

At least as far as the DMO has been concerned, there’s a tension inherent in a ‘sole 
country as supplier’ model. As a buyer, there’s a natural interest in greater levels 
of competition in the marketplace to drive down costs in materiel. Competition 
would be diminished if American companies had the ‘inside running’ for reasons of 
interoperability. And, at least in principle, there should be the ability to acquire NATO 
standard systems, thus achieving interoperability that way. We’ve seen a number 
of major acquisitions from European suppliers, such as the MRH-90 multi-role 
helicopter, Tiger Armed Reconnaissance Helicopter and MRTT air to air refuelling 
aircraft (all from EADS), the MU-90 lightweight torpedo (Eurotorp) and a number 
of naval vessel designs from Spain’s Navantia—although the Air Warfare Destroyer 

Despite the somewhat haphazard 
approach to interoperability; Australia 
has adopted an acquisition strategy 
over the past decade that is yielding 
dividends for interoperability
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so sourced will have American sensor, combat system and weapon systems.

On balance, the systems sourced from Europe in the past decade have generally 
proven to be problematic—the Tiger, MRH-90 and MRTT have all had protracted 
certification processes (with some problems still unresolved) and the MU-
90 torpedo acquisition was long and difficult. As well, European nations often 
have different configurations in communications and other systems, meaning 
that additional work has to be done to configure them for Australian use in any 
case. In contrast, the systems purchased from established American production 
lines—especially the Super Hornets and C-17 Globemaster II airlifters—have 
been remarkably smooth acquisitions, both coming in on schedule and slightly 
under budget, with minimal reworking required. For balance, we should note that 
buying still developmental systems from American suppliers has been much less 
smooth—the Wedgetail Airborne Early Warning and Control and F-35 Joint Strike 
Fighter have both experienced extensive delays, necessitating replanning of the 
timetable for their service introduction (and in the case of the F-35, extra expense 
and risk to capability).

It’s true that Australia can’t always source the equipment it wants from the United 
States. Perhaps the best past example of that is the air to air refuelling aircraft, 
where Australia found itself well out of synch with American plans and needing 
a replacement for its ageing Boeing 707 tankers well in advance of USAF plans, 
meaning that there was no American aircraft on the market.

Exceptions like that notwithstanding, over the last decade, the trend has been 
towards increased Australian FMS and commercial acquisition of off-the-shelf 
systems, predominantly from American sources. But that has been practice, not 
policy—or at least not stated policy—and there have been a number of projects 
that haven’t followed that path. That’s often for local industry reasons, which are 
explored later. The graph below shows the variation in Australian spending on 
equipment from American suppliers since 1970 (the figures include both equipment 
acquisitions and sustainment goods and services such as spare parts and repairs).7 
The recent surge, and a bigger one in the 1980s when the F/A-18 Hornet and 
Adelaide/Perry class frigates were acquired are not representative of the typical 

pattern across the four decades.

Off-the-shelf purchasing of American equipment has a lot to recommend it from the 
point of view of interoperability —the peaks in the graph basically represent ‘built 
in interoperability’ between Australian and American forces. But it faces resistance 
on a number of fronts. First, the ADF has a tendency to assert requirements that 
are Australian specific, rendering off the shelf solutions non-compliant, even when 
the specific requirements result in time and cost penalties that effectively reduce 
overall ADF capability. Second, local industry lobbies against off the shelf out of 
self-interest—and makes local and state politics work to its advantage. Finally, and 
a special case, the biggest defence project in the foreseeable future will necessarily 
involve non-American suppliers.

Figure 1: US Defense Exports to Australia (billion 2011 A$)8
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The Future Submarine

Of the current forward plans, by far the most significant that falls into the category 
of ‘not available from the United States’ is the future submarine. But as far as 
interoperability goes, it is also one of the most important acquisitions Australia will 
make, as well as being the most expensive defence project that Australia has ever 
pursued. The submarine arm of the RAN has had an important (if underappreciated) 
role to play in the pursuit of collective sea power and intelligence gathering 
outcomes. During the Cold War, Australian conventional submarines ranged far 
and wide in the Pacific theatre and elsewhere, complementing the capabilities of 
the USN’s nuclear attack submarines. With the slow decline of USN submarine 
numbers, the ability of America’s allies to field capable boats will become more 
important, as evidenced by Ambassador Bleich’s comment earlier this year that 
Australia’s submarine capability is ‘crucial to security in the Asia–Pacific region’.9

Of course, the United States doesn’t build or operate conventional submarines, 
and Australia is neither inclined (for a mixture of ideological and practical reasons) 
nor particularly capable of operating them. The state of the art design expertise 
for conventional submarines resides in Europe, but those boats generally have 
bespoke combat systems and European weapons. The RAN has spent a lot of 
effort over the past decade in working with the USN on the Mk 48 CBASS torpedo, 
and is the only other navy to use that weapon, a situation made possible by the 
US-sourced combat system (eventually) fitted in the Collins.

Decisions that will be made in the next few years about the future submarine will 
say a lot about the role that Australia sees for itself in the alliance and in the wider 
Indo-Pacific theatre. But those decisions also potentially impact on the degree 
of interoperability that can be achieved with the USN. A ‘minimal off-the-shelf’ 
submarine would bring with it European subsystems that wouldn’t ‘plug and play’ 
in the way that a boat designed from the outset for compatibility with American 
systems would. We faced similar problems when the Collins class was being 
developed, and the result was a submarine with less integration of its subsystems 
than is optimal. For example, data produced by the French-sourced sonar system 

is passed to the combat system through a one way ‘data diode’, without the two 
way flow of information that would be preferable.

The USN (and the USG more broadly) has made its willingness to help with the 
future submarine known publically. But until the Australian Government makes 
some basic decisions about the direction of the program, it will be hard to make 
good use of the proffered expertise. While there are some genuinely difficult issues 
to be grappled with, the preferred solution that is perhaps most likely to emerge 
is a life of type extension of the Collins, in parallel to the development of a new 
submarine, either evolved from the Collins or an ab initio design. That will be driven 
by the desire to further capitalise on the strong navy to navy relationship between 
the RAN and USN, and the potential range limitations of European submarines. An 
off the shelf European boat would impact on interoperability on both fronts—the 
ability to integrate American sensors and weapons would be limited (even more so 
than Collins) and a short range boat would decrease the ability of the RAN to support 
USN activities in the wider theatre. But, in any case, both European and American 
suppliers and navies will be involved—the only question is to what degree.

Communications and Command and Control Systems

Before moving on to discuss the industrial landscape and how it might be effected 
by a move towards even more purchasing from off-shore suppliers, it’s worth briefly 
mentioning a couple of examples of communications and command and control 
systems that will result in better efficiency for both sides and boost interoperability 
between Australian and American forces.

The first is the Wideband Global Satellite communication (WGS) system. It is a 
constellation of satellites and their associated ground stations for tactical command 
and control, communications, and computers; intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance (C4ISR); battle management; and combat support information. 
Because the system is scalable, by signing on and agreeing to fund the sixth satellite 
in the constellation, Australia has effectively increased the capacity of the system 
for all users, while gaining access to a capability that would have been prohibitively 
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expensive for us to develop on our own.

Another good example is the cooperative engagement capability (CEC) that will be 
fitted to Australia’s air warfare destroyers (and possibly to the Wedgetail AEW&C 
later), which will allows the Aegis-equipped vessels to exchange location and 
targeting data with other platforms, including similarly equipped American aircraft 
or vessels, to form a wider ‘sensor grid.’ In a similar way, the tactical data links Link 
11 and Link 16 that are fitted to American supplied platforms will allow the ADF to 
exchange data with each other and with similarly equipped coalition partners.

Australian Industry – Whither (or Wither?)

As noted earlier, Australian defence industry has felt the impact of increased 
purchases ‘off the shelf’, including via the State Department’s Foreign Military 
Sales program.10 And there has been lobbying of government to take more of a ‘buy 
local approach’, in what would in effect amount to protectionism in the defence 
sector. This approach seems to have born some fruit, with the federal opposition, 
with the opposition leader announcing what appears to be a ‘buy local policy earlier 
this year:

Especially in defence, the Australian government should have a clear preference to 
buy Australian. Instead, under the current government, Australian defence industry 
has shed more than 10 per cent of its workforce because of official procrastination 
and a tendency to commission foreign suppliers over proven Australian ones. In 
government, the Coalition would restore a ten year Defence Capability Plan to give 
more certainty to local industry.11

In this, they are echoing the former Minister for Defence Materiel, Senator Kim 
Carr, who said that ‘... my default position is clear. At the risk of being too direct, 
when it comes to buying Australian we can never get enough’.12 Regardless of who 
articulates it, this is bad policy and there are several reasons why it isn’t sustainable. 
First and foremost is efficiency— the ADF is such a small purchaser by global 
standards, unless Australian companies can export elsewhere, the amortisation 
of development and tooling up costs would make the equipment prohibitively 

expensive. And Australian manufacturing more broadly is already struggling to 
export even those lines that are well established. It simply isn’t reasonable to 
expect the defence manufacturing sector to be able to do so, other than for niche 
contributions.

Proponents of a protectionist defence acquisition policy proffer some examples 
of Australian innovations that have resulted in successful capability delivery to the 
ADF. These include the Nulka ship-borne missile decoy, the Bushmaster protected 
mobility vehicle and the CEAFAR phased array radar system that has recently been 
successfully trialled on the RAN’s Anzac frigates. Nulka and Bushmaster have 
been successfully exported, thus providing an argument for maintaining high-tech 
research and design capability in country.

But in most cases, many of the sophisticated platforms being acquired are beyond 
the capability of Australian industry to provide. In the case of aircraft, for example, 
the most that can be done is local assembly of (in practice) American or European 
designs. While that makes for politically appealing headlines such as ‘500 new 
defence jobs announced’, it actually diminishes the ADF’s buying power and has 
a negative impact on the wider economy.13 For the last few aircraft purchases for 
the ADF, even the jobs angle couldn’t swing the deal—Lockheed Martin Sikorsky 
and the USN will supply the RAN with naval helicopters from the US production 
line through an FMS deal.

That approach beat out a rival build that would have seen the machines assembled 
locally. That decision was probably made because of the premium that would 
result from local assembly, the indifferent results from previous acquisitions of 
helicopters assembled locally, the advantages of operating the same helicopter as 
American ships and the success of recent FMS purchases.

Shipbuilding is a different story, and it remains the area in which local industry (and 
the politics of South Australia’s declining industrial base) has the most influence. 
But in terms of interoperability between American and Australian forces, it doesn’t 
matter too much—as long as the communications, weapons and data systems 
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are compatible, it doesn’t really matter where the hulls are built. For example, 
Australia’s air warfare destroyers will have Aegis radar systems and the associated 
combat and weapon systems and will embark American helicopters.

In any case, approaching defence acquisition as a zero-sum game between local 
and international suppliers is the wrong way to think about the problem. Pursuing 
a policy of favouring Australian suppliers will drive up costs, slow down acquisition 
and will have little long-term benefit to Australian industry—the global trend of 
consolidation and mergers of companies into a smaller number of large multinational 
firms is being driven by fundamental factors that no local Australia policy can 
counteract. The net result of trying to continue any policy of ‘buy Australian’ will 
be an increasing cost premium as the local lack of economy of scale slips further 
behind that of the remaining big suppliers.

Instead, a better approach is to encourage Australian suppliers to be the local parts 
of a global supply chain, as either the local footprint of a multinational, a supplier 
to a multinational firm, or both. This is already the model being pursued by Boeing 
and Lockheed Martin, among others. Australian companies have won contracts 
supplying parts to both firms, effectively gaining access to much larger markets 
than they could achieve under their own resources.

The ‘local partner’ approach, far from stifling Australian innovation, also provides 
a mechanism for it to be sustained—or grown—as well as making it available to 
a much wider customer base. Two examples, with different underlying business 
models, suffice to show how this can be done. The CEAFAR radar was developed 
by local start-up company CEA Technologies. Having developed it to prototype 
stage, and having successfully demonstrated its functionality, entered into a 
strategic partnership with Northrop Grumman, who also bought into the firm as a 
minority shareholder.14 The resulting agreement allows CEA to ‘reach back’ into the 
expertise of Northrop Grumman to further develop and productionise the system, 
as well as avail themselves of NG’s well-established marketing strategies and 
customer base. A different approach—a collaborative development of an extended 
range wing kit for the JDAM weapon between Boeing and the Commonwealth 
Government—has seen a local company start to produce components for both 

the RAAF and potentially the other 25 militaries that use the weapon.15 These 
approaches are both ‘win-win’ solutions for Australian industry and the international 
partners involved.

One point that is worth making before moving on to policy recommendations 
is that the world market for defence equipment is far from a level playing field. 
Most countries have policies in place that advantage their local industry to some 
extent. This observation is often used by proponents of protectionist local defence 
policies to justify their position. That argument isn’t rigorous—it can be the case 
that Australia’s optimal strategy would be to level our own playing field even if no 
one else does, effectively taking advantage of inefficiencies elsewhere. In fact, it’s 
an argument that can be turned around to look at the situation within the United 
States.

When Australian company Austal won a contract to provide Littoral Combat 
Ships (and later Joint High Speed Vessels) to the USN, it was required to set up 
a production facility in the United States. Not knowing the details of the business 
case, it’s impossible to tell if that was the most efficient solution, but Austal already 
had a production facility in Perth, and an expansion on the existing base is likely to 
have been a cheaper all-round option.

Of course, the politics of local jobs works at least as much in the United States 
as it does here, but reducing the barriers between the two countries as much 
as possible would help the further development of business ties in the defence 
sector, with concomitant benefits of sharing innovation, reducing (to some extent) 
acquisition costs and ultimately building greater levels of interoperability. Some 
important and valuable steps have been taken in that direction, especially the 
Australia US treaty on defense trade cooperation16 currently under consideration in 
Australia by a Senate Committee. While there are some concerns about potential 
unintended consequences of the treaty beyond the defence sector, it is a sensible 
move towards a freer defence market between the two countries. While it’s 
probably not realistic to expect all barriers to be removed, there will doubtless be 
further opportunities down the track, and both sides should be open to them—
resisting local political influences if necessary.
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The temptation of suppliers to use contracts to ‘tie’ governments to particular 
acquisitions (and the acquiescence of the USG to this approach) is both 
another source of inefficiency and an unreasonable constraint on the Australian 
Government’s sovereign decision making process. To give a concrete example, 
the work that Australian companies have won on the F- 35 program has been the 
result of a limited competitive process, in which only companies from countries 
participating in the program were allowed to bid. But the work is contingent on 
Australia continuing with its planned purchase of the aircraft—effectively adding a 
steep local political price to any decision to pursue an alternative, and recruiting the 
Australian industry lobby to the cause of the F-35. In effect, what could be an arms-
length commercial relationship is instead being used to constrain the government’s 
decision making on an important defence capability. If the F-35 program had 
delivered as promised, and the RAAF was now in the process of introducing the 
capability it was promised back in 2002, this would be moot. But it hasn’t.

Other partners face a similar position. Governments in allied and friendly states 
have been placed in a difficult situation and there has been negative press 
coverage (and thus political pain) around the world. These governments have of 
course allowed themselves to get into this situation by signing a deal in which 
the industrial component is contingent. But the disadvantages aren’t one-sided, 
and there’s a downside for the American players in this situation as well. The 
USG will have trouble signing up partners and allies for future projects after this 
experience. From the contractor’s point of view, the distorting effect of the ‘pay 
to play’ approach to industry has almost inevitably resulted in a less than efficient 
allocation of manufacturing contracts. And if partner countries with industrial work 
already under way defer and/or downsize or even abandon their F-35 acquisition, 
the disruption to production should work be taken away will introduce further 
inefficiencies and delays into an already troubled program.

The United States as Supplier

American systems are usually but not always available for export. While it isn’t 
at all unreasonable to want to keep ‘crown jewels’ developed at great expense 

closely held, this potentially limits the capabilities of allies and close partners, as 
well as impacting on interoperability. There have been noises out of Washington 
about partners and allies stepping up and play a greater role in strategies such as 
the AirSea Battle concept in the western Pacific. Those trends might be further 
intensified if American defence spending takes the hit that potentially lies in front 
of it. If so, it would be in the interests of all concerned if top-end American systems 
were developed with the expectation that they will be exportable to close allies—
even if to no one else.

Some American systems rely on a high level of compartmentalisation to keep their 
key attributes from an adversary. As well, some systems are sensitive by their 
very nature—such as electronic attack and defensive and offensive cyber tools. 
Being prepared to share those systems with close allies is a substantial vote of 
confidence, but stands to expand the overall capability of the allied forces. The 
export of the EF-18G to Australia is a good precedent in this respect, being the first 
time that airborne electronic attack capability has been exported.

Systems like the EF-18G, F-35, cyber tools and the Aegis Cooperative Engagement 
Capability all require extensive intelligence support to operative effectively, by 
keeping libraries up to date, but also in near-real-time to deconflict activities and 
coordinate manoeuvre. The deep intelligence relationship enjoyed in the Sigint world 
provides many of these benefits already (especially on the Elint side). But it’s not 
clear—at least from the outside—whether the intelligence sharing arrangements 
required across the board are as robust as the ‘traditional’ Sigint relationship.

Policy Implications

The observations in this section can be distilled into a set of policy recommendations. 
Some of them are actually restatements of earlier policies that seem to have 
gone by the wayside. We start with a revisit of the 2003 Kinnaird Review into 
defence procurement. Identifying the advantages of established technology and 
the resulting benefits in being able to accurately predict costs and estimate delivery 
timetables, the review made the following recommendation (emphasis added):
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Together, the Initial Business Cases should provide a variety of realistic capability, 
cost, schedule, and risk trade-offs for government to consider. At least one off-the-
shelf option must be included. Any option that proposed the ‘Australianisation’ of 
capability would need to fully outline the rationale and associated costs and risks.17

Alas, by 2011 this sensible recommendation was being interpreted by Defence as 
‘options have to benchmarked against an off-the-shelf alternative.

Recommendation■1: The Kinnaird recommendation to always include an off-the-
shelf option for government consideration of a major project should be mandated.

The other recommendations follow directly from the discussion of the previous 
sections.

Recommendation■2: Where US-supplied systems meet most or all of Australia’s 
requirements and are cost-effective, they should be the preferred solution on 
interoperability grounds.

Corollary■1: Acquisition of systems from other countries should be on an exception 
basis and only when US systems are unavailable or prohibitively expensive.

Corollary■2: Australian unique modifications of US-supplied systems should be 
performed only when absolutely necessary. (An example is the deck handling 
system for naval helicopters to make them operable from Australian warships.)

Recommendation■ 3. A formal bilateral (or multilateral where appropriate) 
governance structure for interoperability would help ensure a smoother path to 
interoperable systems— and could also align doctrine and operating procedures 
where applicable.

Recommendation■4: In deciding on the future submarine project, the government 
needs to consider the implications for interoperability of various options.

Recommendation■ 5: Australian defence industry should not be artificially 
supported or protected against market trends. Instead, policies and assistance 
should facilitate the further evolution of local defence industry towards participation 

in the global supply chains of major suppliers.

Recommendation■6: Noting the likely positive impacts of the treaty currently 
under consideration, further efforts to reduce barriers on both sides would 
increase the efficiency of acquisitions for both countries and

Recommendation■7: The allocation of work on American procurement projects 
to suppliers to Australia should be made on the basis of competitiveness, rather 
than being contingent on particular materiel acquisition plans by the Australian 
Government.

Recommendation■ 8: American systems should be developed with the 
assumption of export to close allies.

Recommendation■9: Intelligence cooperation is increasingly important for the 
effective use of cutting edge systems. The Sigint model of cooperation might 
need to be extended into other realms—especially cyber.
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